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5.5m x 6m Junction Awareness Splay
2.4m x 33m Visibility Splay

Proposed Garage

Driveway

Private surface water is to be discharged into
soakaways, positions to be agreed on site.

Note:-
Drains running under buildings
or within 1000 of the dwelling are
to be fully encased in concrete
with flexible joints.

NOTES :-

Drains unless otherwise stated shall be bedded and
surrounded in 150 thickness granular material complying with
BS 882 1983,Table 4 and back filled with selected fill, free from
stones larger than 40mm and lumps of clay over 100mm.

Pipes in manholes and inspection chambers shall be laid soffit
to soffit.

Where the drains run through a wall or foundation an arched
or lintelled opening shall be formed to give 50mm gap around
the pipe, the opening shall then be masked on both sides with
a rigid sheet material to prevent the entry of fill.

Important
Fill void with compressible sealant to prevent entry of gases.

Drains shall be 110Ø pvc-u pipes and fittings as manufactured
by 'Hepworth' and installed as per manufacturer's instructions.

Where drains are in close proximity to a building then :-
A :- The trench shall be filled with concrete up to the lowest
level of the building when the trench is within 1000mm.

B :- The trench shall be filled with concrete up to a level below
      the building equal to the distance from the building less
      150mm when the trench is greater than 1000mm.

Where trenches run through tree root systems the trenches
are to be hand dug, with all roots being cleanly and neatly cut
back.

New uPVC FW run by Hepworth or similar
and approved Class N bedding min.
150mm selected fill cover and min.
100mm bed of granular material to BS
882.

Foul drainage to connect back
into existing mains manhole on
site.
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drawing, or, interrogate and use electronic
information.

Any discrepancies should be reported
immediately.

Any surveyed information incorporated within
this drawing cannot be guaranteed as accurate
unless confirmed by a fixed dimension. All
dimensions are in millimetres unless noted
otherwise.
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